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Engaging in Difficult Dialogue to 
Build Real Relationships





Racism is a 
relationship problem. 



Poll #1

Where you:

1. Born and raised in Minnesota
2. Lived in Minnesota for less than 5 years
3. Lived in Minnesota 6-10 years
4. Lived in Minnesota 11-20 years



Minnesota

-Dakota land
-1858, Minnesota becomes a state
- Agricultural history
-Harsh winters
-Swedish and German settlements



Minnesota

pop (Apr 2020) 5,639,632

White 83.8 %

African Americans 7%

Asians 5.2 %

Hmong 1.5% (2017)

Somali 1% (2017)

Latino 5.6 %



Poll #2

What is Minnesota Nice?



Minnesota Nice

• Polite Friendliness *
• Conflict Aversion/Neutrality *
• Understated
• Don’t stand out
• Emotional restraint
• Self deprecation
• Resistance to change *
• Passive aggressive*

http://www.thrivemnnice.com/home/NiceTips/what-is-mn-nice



“... to truly change attitudes at their core requires direct 
interracial experiences that are positive and personal, and 
which replace feelings of fear and anxiety with those of 
empathy, connection, and respect for members of another 
group.” 

Mills, K.I. (April 2009), Race Relations in a New Age, Monitor on Psychology, American Psychological Association (vol 
40, no.4). 



 “Even though minorities comprise 37% of the US population (US 
Census Bureau, 2012), an astounding 30% of Americans interact 
exclusively with family members, friends, and coworkers who are of 
their own race. … not surprising that … interracial interactions in 
the US ocntinue to be anxiety provoking”

Gullett, L and West, T.V. (2016) Understanding Racial Color Blindness and Multiculturalism in 
Interacial Relationships: Cognitive and Emotional Tensions and Their Implications. In H.A. 
Neville, M.E. Gallardo, and D.W. Sue (Eds.), The Myth of Racial Color Blindness: Manifestations, 
Dynamics, and Impact (pp. 69-88). American Psychological Association. 



The Cabin



“There’s a Vacationland everywhere you go. Here, we just happen 
to have this cabin culture that’s so engrained. It would be odd to 
meet a child, when I was in grade school, that did not have a family 
cabin. So you didn’t see your friends too much in the summer, that 
was for sure.”



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHZoR7ewun8


Polite

“...not discussing race advances racial harmony and equality…”

From The Myth of Racial Color Blindness (2016), Neville, Gallardo, 
Sue. 



Guess Who game





Breakout Room #1: 

Is it ok to describe someone based on their skin color or race?

How does politeness impact race relations?



Passive Aggressive



Blanchette, A. How not to text like a passive aggressive Minnesota, Star Tribune (2/18/2016)



Blanchette, A. How not to text like a passive aggressive Minnesota, Star Tribune (2/18/2016)



Blanchette, A. How not to text like a passive aggressive Minnesota, Star Tribune (2/18/2016)



Blanchette, A. How not to text like a passive aggressive Minnesota, Star Tribune 
(2/18/2016)



Passive Aggressive Racism

… indirect, yet insidious verbal racism, that infiltrates a friendly 
conversation. 

https://patch.com/minnesota/richfield/passive-aggressive-racism (July 19, 2020)

https://patch.com/minnesota/richfield/passive-aggressive-racism


“It was just a joke!”



“Those who’ve studied trauma have learned 
that when witnesses to injustice do nothing, it’s 
a greater source of distress for sufferers than 
the act of brutality itself.”

Judith Herman, M. D., Trauma and Recovery, New York: Basic Books, 1992

https://whatnow727.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/herman_trauma-and-recovery.pdf
https://whatnow727.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/herman_trauma-and-recovery.pdf
https://whatnow727.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/herman_trauma-and-recovery.pdf
https://whatnow727.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/herman_trauma-and-recovery.pdf






Breakout Room #2: 

A friend asks you for that Somali guy’s  name, “the one you can’t 
pronounce, Farook or Hamdi or Abdirahim or something” and then 
rolls his eyes and shakes his head. 

What do you do? 



Resistance to Change



Bde Maka Ska

MinnPost, Nov 30, 2017, Jim Walsh, “Names Matter”: Finding out just how much on a stroll around Lake 
Calhou/Bde Maka Ska; photo credit, Jim Walsh



MinnPost Photo by Jim Walsh





MinnPost photo by Jim Walsh



Breakout Room #3: 

Should Univ of MN Coffman Union be renamed Memorial Union?

Lotus Coffman, 5th president of the university, while brought about 
increase in property value, increased the budget > 60%, increased 
enrollment and staffing, known to segregate dormitories and limited 
admission by race and religion. 



Conflict Aversion/Neutrality

•“Minnesota Nice: warm and welcoming 
on the outside; cold and indifferent on 
the inside”

Grant, D.L. (2016), People Like Us. In S.Y. Shin (Ed.) A Good Time for the Truth: 

Race in Minnesota (pp. 204) Minnesota Historical Society Press.



Conflict Aversion/Neutrality

“Anyone who has ever been in a difficult, 
complicated relationship knows that the 

opposite of love is not hate. It’s indifference. 
Neglect is indifference’s twin sister. And 
there is no such thing as benign neglect. 

Neglect is, in its truest meaning, a verb. And 
like twin horsemen of the apocalypse, 

Neglect and Indifference have teamed up to 
cause a lot of damage.”

Grant, D.L (2016)



A Good Time for the Truth (2016). Ed Sun Yung Shin. Minnesota Historical Press



“The most threatening racist movement 
is not the alt right’s unlikely drive for a 
White ethnostate but the regular 
American’s drive for a ‘race neutral’ 
one.”

Kendi, I.X. (2019) How to be an Anti-Racist. One World Press. 



Neutrality = Invalidation

Invalidation is a form of relational trauma which over time, 
harms the brain and nervous system, and also results in the 
disintegration of any healthy bonds of connection, and 
dissolution of trust in others. 

Healing requires the slow, ongoing work of diligent growth 
in character, self awareness, and love. 

TeGrotenhuis, J., The Gottman Institute, www.gottman.com, Neutrality is 
Invalidation, 6.11.2020

http://www.gottman.com






Breakout Rooms #4: 

What are ways in which you have been 
neutral/complicit and wish that you 
had voiced your opinion?



Next Steps: Audacious Hospitality

-be interested
-be nosy
-be kind
-share of yourself
-share food
-show someone the inside of your house



Next Steps: Self Disclosure

Self Disclosure
Be real. Be authentic. 
Children, food, music, family



Difficult questions we ask in therapy

Have you had  a history of abuse or trauma?

Have you had thoughts of not wanting to be alive?

Tell me about intimacy between you and your partner. 



Questions about race and culture in therapy

Tell me about your ethnic background.

Tell me about your cultural background. 

Where were you born?



Questions

Tell me about being in an interacial relationship. 

When did your family move to the US?

How do you identify culturally?

There’s been a lot going on in the news. How are you doing with it? 
Is this something you’d like to talk about?



Next Steps

1. Travel
2. Talk to people from other ethnic backgrounds
3. Invite people to your messy house and make them some food
4. Invite people to your house one more time
5. Make a new recipe from another culture
6. Go to an ethnic grocery store
7. Go to an ethnic restaurant
8. Be curious



Food





Dosa



Field Trip: India

Restaurants: 
Dancing Ganesha
Moma Dosa (The Market at Malcolm Yards)

Grocers: 
Pooja Grocers (Hilltop)
Surya Indian Foods (Arden Hills)



Chef Yia VangKhao Poon noodles with chicken broth, curried 
ground chicken, quail eggs, cabbage, herbs



Field Trip: Southeast Asia

Quangs (Vietnamese)
Cheng Heng (Cambodian)
Union Hmong Kitchen (St. Paul)

Grocers: 
Ha Tien (St. Paul)
Shuang Hur (Minneapolis)

Temple: Watt Munisotaram (Hampton)



Charles and Kasara Carter, Taste of RondoShrimp Etouffee with Greens, Taste of Rondo



Field Trip: Black owned restaurants

Soul Bown (Minneapolis and Richfield)
Soul to Soul Smokehouse (Midtown Global Market)
B.A.D. Wingz (Minneapolis)
Taste of Rondo (St. Paul)







Field Trip: Ethiopia and Somalia

Red Sea Resaurant (Minneapolis)
Barakallah (Minneapolis)
West Bank Diner (Minneapolis)
Dur Dur Bakery and Grocery Store (Minneapolis)

Somali Cultural Institute - Masjid Rawdah (Minneapolis)
Abubakar As-Sadique Islamic Center (Minneapolis)
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